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Abstract

Dialogue policy training for composite tasks,
such as restaurant reservation in multiple
places, is a practically important and chal-
lenging problem. Recently, hierarchical
deep reinforcement learning (HDRL) methods
have achieved good performance in composite
tasks. However, in vanilla HDRL, both top-
level and low-level policies are all represented
by multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) which take
the concatenation of all observations from the
environment as the input for predicting ac-
tions. Thus, traditional HDRL approach often
suffers from low sampling efficiency and poor
transferability. In this paper, we address these
problems by utilizing the flexibility of graph
neural networks (GNNs). A novel ComNet
is proposed to model the structure of a hier-
archical agent. The performance of ComNet
is tested on composited tasks of the PyDial
benchmark. Experiments show that ComNet
outperforms vanilla HDRL systems with per-
formance close to the upper bound. It not only
achieves sample efficiency but also is more ro-
bust to noise while maintaining the transfer-
ability to other composite tasks.

1 Introduction

Composite tasks are different from multi-domain
dialogue tasks. The latter is often mentioned in
papers that focusing on transfer learning. In most
case, multi-domain dialogue tasks involve only
one domain in a single dialogue, and the perfor-
mance of this one domain model is tested on dif-
ferent domains in order to highlight its transfer-
ability. On the contrary, composite dialogue tasks
may involve multiple domains in a single dialogue,
and the agent must complete all subtasks (accom-
plish the goals in all domains) in order to get pos-
itive feedback.

Consider the process of completing a compos-
ite task (e.g., multi-area restaurant reservation).

An agent first chooses a subtask (e.g., reserve-
Cambridge-restaurant), then make a sequence of
decisions to gather related information (e.g., price
range, area) until all information required by users
are provided and these subtasks are completed,
and then choose the next subtask (e.g., reserve-
SF-restaurant) to complete. The state-action space
will increase with the number of subtasks. Thus,
dialogue policy learning for the composite task
needs more exploration, and it needs to take more
dialogue turn between agent and user to complete
a composite task. The sparse reward problem is
further magnified.

Solving composite tasks using the same method
as the one solving single domain tasks may hit
obstacles. The complexity of the composite task
makes it hard for an agent to learn an acceptable
strategy. While hierarchical deep reinforcement
learning (HDRL) shows its promising power, by
introducing the framework of options over Markov
Decision Process (MDP), the original task can be
decomposed into two parts: deciding which sub-
task to solve and how to solve one subtask, thus
simplifying the problem.

However, in previous works, multi-layer per-
ceptrons (MLPs) are often used in DQN to esti-
mate the Q-value. MLPs use the concatenation of
the flatten dialogue state as its inputs. In this way,
it cannot capture the structural information of the
semantic slots in that state easily, which results in
low sampling efficiency. In our work, we propose
ComNet, which makes use of the Graph Neural
Network (GNN) to better leverage the graph struc-
ture in the observations (e.g., dialogue states) and
being coherent with the HDRL method.

Our main contributions are three-fold: 1.
We propose a new framework ComNet com-
bining HDRL and GNN to solve the compos-
ite tasks while achieving sample efficiency. 2.
We test ComNet based on PyDial (Ultes et al.,
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2017) benchmark and show that our result over-
performed the vanilla HDRL systems and is more
robust to noise in the environment. 3. We test the
transferability of our framework and prove that un-
der our framework, an efficient and accurate trans-
fer is possible.

2 Related Work

Reinforcement learning is a recently mainstream
method to optimize statistical dialogue manage-
ment policy under the partially observable Markov
Decision Process (POMDP) (Young et al., 2013).
One line of research is on single-domain task-
oriented dialogues with flat deep reinforcement
learning approaches, such as DQN (Zhao and Es-
kenazi, 2016; Li et al., 2017; Chang et al., 2017;
Chen et al., 2017),policy gradient (Williams and
Zweig, 2016; Williams et al., 2017) and actor
critic (Su et al.; Liu and Lane, 2017; Peng et al.,
2018). Multi-domain task-oriented dialogue task
is another line, where each domain learns a sepa-
rate dialogue policy (Gašić et al., 2015, 2017).

Recently, Peng et al. presented a composite
dialogue task. Different from the multi-domain
dialogue system, the composite dialogue task re-
quires all the individual subtasks have to be ac-
complished. The composite dialogue task is
formulated by options framework (Sutton et al.,
1998) and solved using hierarchical reinforcement
learning methods (Budzianowski et al., 2017;
Peng et al., 2017; Tang et al., 2018). All these
works are built based on the vanilla HDRL, where
the policy is represented by multi-layer perceptron
(MLP). However, in this paper, we focus on de-
signing a transferable dialogue policy for the com-
posite dialogue task based on Graph Neural Net-
work (Scarselli et al., 2009).

GNN is also used in other aspects of reinforce-
ment learning to provide features like transferabil-
ity or less over-fitting (Wang et al., 2018). In di-
alogue system building, models like BUDS also
utilize the power of graph for dialogue state track-
ing (Thomson and Young, 2010). Previous works
also proved that using GNN to learn a structured
dialogue policy can improve system performance
significantly in a single-domain setting by creating
graph nodes corresponding to the semantic slots
and optimizing the graph structure (Chen et al.,
2018). However, for the composite dialogue, we
need to exploit the particularity of the tasks and
change the complete framework.

3 Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning

Before introducing ComNet, we first present a
short review of HRL for a composite task-oriented
dialogue system. According to the options frame-
work, assume that we have a dialogue state set B,
a subtask (or an option) set G and a primitive ac-
tion set A.

Compared to the traditional Markov decision
process (MDP) setting where an agent can only
choose a primitive action at each time step,
the decision-making process of hierarchical MDP
consists of (1) a top-level policy πb that selects
subtasks to be completed, (2) a low-level policy
πb,g that selects primitive actions to fulfill a given
subtask. The top-level policy πb takes as input the
belief state b generated by the global state tracker
and selects a subtask g ∈ G. The low-level policy
πb,g perceives the current state b and the subtask
g, and outputs a primitive action a ∈ A. The low-
level policy πb,g is shared by all subtasks.

In this paper, we take two Q-function to rep-
resent these two level policies, learned by deep Q-
learning approach (DQN) and parameterized by θe
and θi respectively. Corresponding to two level
policies, there are two kinds of reward signal from
the environment (the user): extrinsic reward re and
intrinsic reward ri. The extrinsic rewards guide
dialogue agent to choose right subtask order. The
intrinsic rewards are used to learn an option policy
to achieve a given subtask. The combination of the
extrinsic reward and intrinsic reward is to help the
dialogue agent to accomplish a composite task as
fast as possible. Thus, the extrinsic and intrinsic
rewards are designed as follows:

Intrinsic Reward. At the end of a subtask, the
agent receives a positive intrinsic reward of 1 for a
success subtask or 0 for a failure subtask. In order
to encourage shorter dialogues, the agent receives
a negative intrinsic reward of -0.05 at each turn.

Extrinsic Reward. Let K be the number of
subgoals. At the end of a dialogue, the agent re-
ceives a positive extrinsic reward of K for a suc-
cess dialogue or 0 for a failure dialogue. In order
to encourage shorter dialogues, the agent receives
a negative extrinsic reward of -0.05 at each turn.

Assume we have a subtask trajectory of T turns:
Tk = (bk

0, a
k
0, r

k
0 , . . . ,b

k
T , a

k
T , r

k
T ), where k rep-

resents the k-th subtask gk. The dialogue trajec-
tory consists of a sequence of subtask trajectories
T0,T1. . . . . According to Q-learning algorithm,
the parameter θe of the top-level Q-function is up-
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Figure 1: A composite dialogue task contains two subtasks, where (a) is the graph of the top-level policy and (b)
is the graph of the low-level policy.

dated as follows:
θe ← θe + α · (qk −Q(gk|bk0 ; θe)) · ∇θeQ(gk|bk0 ; θe),

where

qk =

T∑
t=0

γtret + γT max
g′∈G

Q(g′|bk
T ; θe),

and α is the step-size parameter, γ ∈ [0, 1] is a dis-
count rate. The first term of the above expression
of q equals to the total discounted reward during
fulfilling subtask gk, and the second estimates the
maximum total discounted value after gk is com-
pleted.

The learning process of the low-level policy is
in a similar way, except that intrinsic rewards are
used. For each time step t = 0, 1, . . . , T ,

θi ← θi + α · (qt −Q(at|bkt , gk; θi)) · ∇θiQ(at|bkt , gk; θi),

where

qt = rit + γmax
a′∈A

Q(a′|bk
t+1, gk; θi).

In vanilla HDRL, the above two Q-functions are
approximated using MLP. The structure of the di-
alogue state is ignored in this setting. Thus the
task of the MLP policies is to discover the latent
relationships between observations. This leads to
longer convergence time, requiring more explo-
ration trials. In the next section, we will explain
how to construct a graph to represent the relation-
ships in a dialogue observation.

4 ComNet

In this section, we first introduce the notation of
the composite task. We then explain how to con-
struct two graphs for two-level policies of a hierar-
chical dialogue agent, followed by the description
of the ComNet.

4.1 Composite Dialogue

Task-oriented dialogue systems are typically de-
fined by a structured ontology. The ontology con-
sists of some properties (or slots) that a user might
use to frame a query when fulfilling the task.
As for composite dialogue state which contains
K subtasks, each subtask corresponds to several
slots. For simplification, we take the subtask k
as an example to introduce the belief state. There
are two boolean attributes for each slot of the sub-
task k, whether it is requestable and informable.
The user can request the value of the requestable
slots and can provide specific value as a search
constraint for the informable slots. At each dia-
logue turn, the dialogue state tracker updates a be-
lief state for each informable slot.

Generally, the belief state consists of all the dis-
tributions of candidate slot values. The value with
the highest belief for each informable slot is se-
lected as a constraint to search the database. The
information of the matched entities in the database
is added to the final dialogue state. The dialogue
state bk of the subtask k is decomposed into sev-
eral slot-dependent states and a slot-independent
state, represented as bk = bk,1 ⊕ bk,2 ⊕ · · · ⊕
bk,n ⊕ bk,0. bk,j(1 ≤ j ≤ n) is the j-th in-
formable slot-related state of the subtask k, and
bk,0 represents the slot-independent state of the
subtask k. The whole belief state is the con-
catenation of all the subtask-related state bk, i.e.
b = b1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ bK , which is the input of the
top-level dialogue policy.

The output of the top-level policy is a subtask
g ∈ G. In this paper, we use a one-hot vector
to represent one specific subtask. Furthermore,



the whole belief state b and the subtask vector
g are fed into the low-level policy. The output
of the low-level policy is a primitive dialogue
action. Similarly, for each subtask k, the di-
alogue action set Ak can be divided into n
slot-related action sets Ak,j(1 ≤ j ≤ n), e.g.
request slotk,j , inform slotk,j , select slotk,j

and a one slot-independent action set Ak,0, e.g.
repeatk,0, reqmorek,0, . . . , byek,0. The whole
dialogue action space A is the union of all the
subtask action spaces.

4.2 Graph Construction
As introduced in section 4.1, the dialogue state
b consists of K subtask-related state, and each
subtask-related state can further be decomposed
into several slot-dependent states and a slot-
independent state which are logically indecom-
posable, named atomic states. The hierarchical
format of the dialogue state can be naturally re-
garded as a graph. Each node in the graph rep-
resents the corresponding atomic state. To sim-
plify the structure of the graph, we choose the slot-
independent nodes as the delegate of the nodes
which correspond to the same subtask. All the
slot-independent nodes are connected with each
other in the top-level graph, and the slot-dependent
nodes are only connected to their delegate node.
Different from the input of top-level policy, the in-
put of low-level policy add a new node named sub-
task node to represent the goal information, which
is produced by the top-level policy. In the low-
level graph, the slot-independent nodes are all con-
nected to the subtask node (or the global delegate
nodes) instead of connecting to each other.

4.3 ComNet as Policy Network
We now turn to ComNet, which parameterizes
two-level policies with two Graph Neural Net-
works (GNNs). Before delving into details, we
first introduce our notation. We denote the graph
structure as G = (V,E) with nodes vi(0 ≤ i ≤
n) ∈ V and directed edges eij ∈ E. The adja-
cency matrix Z denotes the structure ofG. If there
is a directed edge from i-th node vi to j-th node
vj , the element zij of Z is 1, otherwise zij is 0.
We denote the out-going neighborhood set of node
vi as Nout(vi). Similarly, Nin(vi) denotes the in-
coming neighborhood set of node vi. Each node
vi has an associated node type pi. Each edge eij
has an edge type ce, which is determined by start-
ing node type pi and ending node type pj . In other

words, two edges have the same type if and only if
their starting node type and ending node type are
both the same.

For top-level policy, it has two types of
nodes: slot-dependent nodes (S-nodes) and
slot-independent nodes (I-node). Since
there is no edge between slot-dependent
nodes, it has only four edge types. Similarly,
for low-level policy, it has three types of nodes
(slot-dependent, slot-independent
and subtask (T-node)) and four edge types. The
two level graphs show in Fig. 1.

Until now, the graphs of top-level policy and
low-level policy are both well defined. ComNet,
which has two GNNs, is used to parse these graph-
format observations of the low-level policy and
top-level policy. Each GNN has three parts to
extract useful representation from initial graph-
format observation: input module, graph-info ex-
traction module and output module.

4.3.1 Input Module
Before each prediction, each node vi of top-level
and low-level graphs will receive the correspond-
ing atomic state b or subtask information g (rep-
resented as xi), which is fed into an input module
to obtain a state embedding h0

i as follows:

h0
i = Fpi(xi),

where Fpi is a function for node type pi, which
may be a multi-layer perceptron (MLP). Normally,
different slots have a different number of candi-
date values. Therefore, the input dimension of the
slot-dependent nodes is different. However, the
belief state of each slot is often approximated by
the probability of sorted top M values (Gašić and
Young, 2013), where M is usually less than the
least value number of all the slots. Thus, the in-
put dimension of nodes with the same type is the
same.

4.3.2 Graph-Info Extraction Module
The graph-info extraction module takes h0

i as the
initial embedding for node vi, then further prop-
agates the higher embedding for each node in the
graph. The propagation process of node embed-
ding at each extraction layer shows as the follow-
ing operations.

Message Computation At l-th step, for every
node vi, there is a node embedding hl−1

i . For ev-
ery out-going node vj ∈ Nout(vi), node vi com-
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Figure 2: The low-level policy model of ComNet contains three parts: input module, graph-info extraction module
and output module. In the input module, for each node, ComNet fetches the corresponding elements from the
observation. ComNet then computes the messages sent to neighbors in the graph and updates the embedding
vector of each node. The main content of the output module is how to use the highest embedding vectors of all the
nodes to calculate the corresponding Q-values. The subscript shapes like (k, i) denotes the i-th node corresponding
to subtask k. The top-level policy model of ComNet has a similar structure.

putes a message vector as below,

ml
ij =M l

ce(h
l−1
i ),

where ce is edge type from node vi to node
vj and M l

ce is the message generation function
which may be a linear embedding: M l

ce(h
l−1
i ) =

Wl
ceh

l−1
i . Note that the subscript ce indicates that

edges of the same edge type share the weight ma-
trix Wl

ce to be learned.
Message Aggregation After every node fin-

ishes computing message, The messages sent from
the in-coming neighbors of each node vj will be
aggregated. Specifically, the aggregation process
shows as follows:

ml
j = A({ml

ij |vi ∈ Nin(vj)}),

where A is the aggregation function which may
be a summation, average or max-pooling function.
ml

j is the aggregated message vector which in-
cludes the information sent from all the neighbor
nodes.

Embedding Update Until now, every node vi
has two kinds of information, the aggregated mes-
sage vector ml

i and its current embedding vector
hl−1
i . The embedding update process shows as be-

low:

hl
i = U l

pi(h
l
i,m

l
i),

where U l
pi is the update function for node type pi

at l-th extraction layer, which may be a non-linear

operation, i.e.

hl
i = δ(λlWl

pih
l
i + (1− λl)ml

i),

where δ is an activation function, i.e. RELU, λl

is a weight parameter of the aggregated informa-
tion which is clipped into 0 v 1, and Wl

pi is a
trainable matrix. Note that the subscript pi indi-
cates that the nodes of the same node type share
the same instance of the update function, in our
case the parameter Wl

pi is shared.

4.3.3 Output Module
After updating node embedding L steps, each
node vi has a final representation hL

i , also repre-
sented as hL

k,i, where the subscript k, i denotes the
node vi corresponds to the subtask k.

Top-Level Output: The top-level policy aims
to predict a subtask to be fulfilled. In the top-level
graph, for a specific subtask, it corresponds to sev-
eral S-nodes and one I-node. Thus, when calcu-
lating the Q-value of a specific subtask, all the fi-
nal embedding of the subtask-related nodes will be
used. In particular, for each subtask k, we perform
the following calculating:

qktop = Otop(
∑

vi∈S−node
hL
k,i,h

L
k,0),

where Otop is the output function which may be
a MLP and the subscripts k, 0 and k, i denote the
I-node and i-th S-node of the subtask k, respec-
tively. In practice, we take the concatenation of



∑
vi∈S−node h

L
k,i and hL

k,0 as the input of a MLP
and outputs a scalar value. For all the subtask,
this MLP is shared. When making a decision,
all the qktop will be concatenated, i.e. qtop =

q1top ⊕ · · · ⊕ qKtop, then the subtask is selected ac-
cording to qtop as done in vanilla DQN.

Low-Level Output: The top-level policy aims
to predict a primitive dialogue action. As in-
troduced in section 4.1, a primitive dialogue ac-
tion must correspond to a subtask. If we re-
gard slot-independent nodes as a special kind of
slot-dependent nodes, a primitive dialogue action
can further correspond to a slot node. Thus, the
Q-value of each dialogue action contains three
parts of information: subtask-level value, slot-
level value and primitive value. We use T-node
embedding hL

T to compute subtask-level value:

qT
subt = OT

subt(h
L
T ),

where OT
subt is output function of subtask-level

value, which may be a MLP. The output dimension
ofOT

subt isK where each value distributes to a cor-
responding subtask. The nodes vi that belong to
S-nodes and I-nodes will compute slot-level value
and primitive value:

qk,islot = Opi
slot(h

L
k,i),

qk,i
prim = Opi

prim(hL
k,i),

where Opi
slot and Opi

prim are output functions of
slot-level value and primitive value respectively,
which may be MLPs in practice. Similarly, the
subscript pi indicates that the nodes of the same
node type share the same instance of the output
functions. The Q-value of an action ak,i corre-
sponding to the slot node vi is qk,i

low = (qT
subt)k +

qk,islot + qk,i
prim, where + is element-wise operation

and (qT
subt)k denotes the k-th value in qT

subt. When
predicting a action, all the qk,i

low will be concate-
nated, i.e. qlow = q1,1

low⊕· · ·⊕q
K,0
low , then the prim-

itive action is chosen according to qlow as done in
vanilla DQN.

4.3.4 Discussion
Note that although the parameters of input module
and graph-info extraction module are not shared
between the top-level GNN and low-level GNN
(shown as Fig. 2), there are many shared param-
eters in each single GNN. Assume that now the
composite task is changed and one subtask adds
some new slot, we only need to create new nodes

Composite Tasks Constraints Requests Values
CR+SFR 9 20 904
CR+LAP 14 30 525
SFR+LAP 17 32 893

Env. 1 Env. 2 Env. 3
SER 0% 15% 30%

Table 1: The number of data constraints, the number
of informative slots that user can request and the num-
ber of database result values vary in different composite
tasks. Semantic error rate (SER) presents an ascending
order in three environments.

in each GNN. If the number of the edge type has
not changed, the parameters of the GNN will stay
the same after adding new nodes. This attribution
of ComNet leads to transferability. Generally, if
the node type set and edge type set of the com-
posite task Task1 are both subsets of another task
Task2’s, the ComNet policy learned in Task2 can
be directly used on Task1.

Since the initial output of the same type of
nodes has a similar semantic meaning, they share
the parameters in ComNet. We hope to use the
GNN to propagate the relationships between the
nodes in the graph based on the connection of the
initial input and the final outputs.

5 Experiments

In this section, we first verify the effectiveness
of ComNet on the composite tasks of the PyDial
benchmark. We then investigate the transferability
of ComNet.

5.1 PyDial Benchmark

A composite dialogue simulation environment is
required for the evaluation of our purposed frame-
work. PyDial toolkit (Ultes et al., 2017) , which
supports multi-domain dialogue simulation with
error models, has laid a good foundation for our
composite task environment building.

We modified the policy management module
and user simulation module to support 2-subtask
composite dialogue simulation among three avail-
able subtasks, which are Cambridge Restaurant
(CR), San Francisco Restaurant (SFR) and generic
shopping task for laptops (LAP) while preserving
fully functional error simulation of different lev-
els in Table 1. Note that in the policy manage-
ment module, we discard the domain input pro-
vided by dialogue state tracking (DST) module to
make a fair comparison. We updated the user sim-



User Goal
CR: restaurant

[(’pricerange’, ’=’, ’dontcare’),
(’area’, ’=’, ’centre’),

(’food’, ’=’, ’mediterranean’)]

req: [’name’, ’description’]

SFR: restaurant

[(u’pricerange’, ’=’, u’cheap’),
(u’allowedforkids’, ’=’, u’dontcare’),

(u’area’, ’=’, u’civic center’)]

req: [’name’]
Vanilla HDQN ComNet

=== CR
Sys : hello(help)
User : inform(type=”restaurant”, pricerange=”dontcare”, area=”centre”,
food=”mediterranean”)
Sys : request(area)
User : inform(area=”centre”)
Sys : inform(food=”mediterranean”, pricerange=”expensive”, name=”la mi-
mosa”, area=”centre”)
User : thankyou()
Sys : inform(food=”mediterranean”, pricerange=”expensive”, name=”la mi-
mosa”, area=”centre”)
User : request(description)
Sys : inform(name=”la mimosa”, description=”not available”)
=== SFR
User : hello(type=”restaurant”, pricerange=”cheap”, allowed-
forkids=”dontcare”, area=”civic center”)
Sys : request(area)
User : inform(area=”civic center”)
Sys : request(area)
User : inform(area=”civic center”)
Sys : request(area)
User : inform(area=”civic center”)
Sys : request(area)
User : inform(area=”civic center”)
Sys : request(area)
User : bye()
Sys : bye()
*FAILED, subtask-2 is not finished.

=== CR
Sys : hello(help)
User : inform(type=”restaurant”)
Sys : request(area)
User : inform(area=”centre”)
Sys : request(food)
User : inform(food=”mediterranean”)
Sys : request(pricerange)
User : inform(=”dontcare”)
Sys : inform(food=”mediterranean”, pricerange=”expensive”, name=”la mi-
mosa”, area=”centre”)
User : thankyou()
Sys : reqmore()
User : request(description)
Sys : inform(name=”la mimosa”, description=”not available”)
=== SFR
User : inform(type=”restaurant”, area=”civic center”)
Sys : request(allowedforkids)
User : inform(goodformeal=”lunch”)
Sys : request(allowedforkids)
User : inform(allowedforkids=”dontcare”)
Sys : request(food)
User : inform(=”dontcare”, pricerange=”dontcare”)
Sys : inform(goodformeal=”lunch”, name=”sai jai thai restaurant”,
area=”civic center”, food=”thai”, allowedforkids=”1”, pricerange=”cheap”)
User : bye()
Sys : bye()
*SUCCESS

Table 2: This table is an example of two different trained agents handling the same composite task with same user
goal. On the left-hand side, vanilla HDQN succeed in finishing the first subtask but failed to produce meaningful
action in the second. On the right-hand side, ComNet successfully full-filled two subtasks, thus succeed in the
dialogue.
ulation module and evaluation management mod-
ule to support reward design in section 3.

5.2 Implementation
We implement the following three composite task
agents to evaluate the performance of our pro-
posed framework.

• Vanilla HDQN: A hierarchical agent using
MLPs as its models. This serves as the base-
line for our comparison.

• ComNet: Our purposed framework utilizing
the flexibility of GNNs. The complete frame-
work is discussed in section 4.

• Hand-crafted: A well-designed rule-based
agent with a high success rate in composite
dialogue without noise. This agent is also
used to warm up the training process of the
first two agents. Note that this agent uses
the precise subtask information provided by
DST, which is not fair comparing with the
other two.

Here, we train models with 6000 dialogues or
iterations. The total number of the training dia-
logues is broken down into milestones (30 mile-
stones of 200 iterations each). At each milestone,

there are 100 dialogues to test the performance of
the dialogue policy. The results of 3 types of com-

Figure 3: The comparison between 3 kinds of agent.
ComNet achieved performance close to the upper
bound (hand-crafted) while there is still room for im-
provement for vanilla DQN.

posite tasks in 3 environments in 6,000 training
dialogues are shown in Fig. 3.

5.3 Analysis
From Fig. 3, we can observe that ComNet outper-
forms the vanilla MLP policy in all nine settings (3
environments * 3 types of composite tasks) in both
success rate and learning speed. In ComNet, the



Figure 4: The model pretrained on CR+SFR task is compared with the one started with randomized parameters.

top-level policy and low-level policy are both rep-
resented by a GNN where the same of type nodes
and the same type of edges share the parameters.
It means that the same type of nodes shares the
input space (belief state space). Thus the explo-
ration space will greatly decrease. As shown in
Fig. 3, ComNet learns to vary faster than vanilla
MLP policy. Note that the hand-crafted agent
performs well because it has cheated by peeking
at the precise subtask information, which means
the hand-crafted agent is solving the multi-domain
tasks. This should be the upper bound for the per-
formance of our model. Comparing with vanilla
HDQN, our ComNet shows its robustness in all
environment by a greater margin, which is helpful
for dialogue system building when an ASR or a
DST with high accuracy is not available.

We also compared the difference of the dia-
logues produced by both vanilla HDQN and Com-
Net after 6000-dialogue training, which is shown
in Table 2. After that much training, it seems
that the vanilla HDQN agent still cannot choose
a proper action in some specific dialogue state,
which results in the loss of customer patience. On
the other hand, ComNet also chose the same ac-
tion, but it advanced the progress of the dialogue
as soon as it got the information it needed, thus
finished the task successfully. This also helps to
prove that ComNet is more sample efficient com-
paring to the vanilla framework.

5.4 Transferability

As we discussed in section 4.3.4, another advan-
tage of ComNet is that because of the flexibility of

GNNs, ComNet is transferable naturally. To eval-
uate its transferability, we first trained 6,000 dia-
logues on CR+SFR task. We then initiate the pa-
rameters of the policy models on other two com-
posite tasks using trained policy and continue to
train and test the models. The result is shown in
Fig. 4.

We can find that the transferred model learned
on CR+SFR task is compatible with the other two
composite tasks. It demonstrates that ComNet
can propagate the task-independent relationships
among the graph nodes based on the connection of
the initial nodes inputs and final outputs. This sug-
gests that it is possible to boost the training process
for a new composite task by using pre-trained pa-
rameters of related tasks under the framework of
ComNet. After all, It is essential to solving the
start-cold problems in the task-oriented dialogue
systems.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose ComNet, which is
a structured hierarchical dialogue policy repre-
sented by two graph neural networks (GNNs). By
replacing MLPs in the traditional HDRL meth-
ods, ComNet makes better use of the structural
information of dialogue state by separately feed-
ing observations (dialogue state) and the top-level
decision into slot-dependent, slot-independent and
subtask nodes and exchange message between
these nodes. We evaluate our framework on mod-
ified PyDial benchmark and show high efficiency,
robustness and transferability in all settings.
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